
2 Road Diesel Depot Laser Kit

1x Bottom Base
(Through Road Base is open
ended)

1x Bottom Base Top Engraved
Section. (Through Road has 3
separate pieces)

2x Centre Rail Strips

2x Skeleton Side Panels 2x Skeleton End Panels
(Through Road has 2 open end
panels)

7x Roof Trusses with Supports

2x Side Brickwork Exterior Panels 2x Corrugated Roof Panels 1x Interior Door pack.
(Through Road has 2 door packs)

2x End Brickwork Panels
(Through Road has 2 open ends)

4x Side Windows
4x Window Ledges

4x Window Glass 8x Roof Cross Members

12x Roof Glass 12x Internal Roof
Window Surrounds

12x Roof Windows

Internal Breeze Block Sections

18 x Hexagon Frames4x Internal
Framework with
Hexagon

2x Side Top Facia Panels
1x End Facia Panel 1xFront Facia Panel

2 x Ex 2x Roof Cappings1 x Apex Roof Capping



Items Required to build this kit:-

Primer – Variant in colours
Acrylic/Enamel Paint
PVA Glue or equivalent
Super Glue (optional)
Sharp Craft Knife/Scalpel
Sanding Block
Long Metal Ruler (Or equivalent)
Pencil
90 degree square (optional)
Paintbrushes
Masking Tape
Protective Gloves for Super Glue (if using)

After checking all pieces are there, we highly recommend that you prime/paint some of the pieces
first before assembly, however.

***** PLEASE READ THROUGH THE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST - REMEMBER! YOU ARE USING MDF
AND IF SANDING CAUSES DUST, SO WHERE AN APPROPRIATE MASK OR DO IN A WELL
VENTILATED AREA*****

Depending on what colour interior you would like to do, we prime the following:-

GREY PRIMER:
Paint the following:-

 Top Base Engraved Section (place the engraved side underneath against the bottom base, see
part 1. and part 2.)

 Centre Rail Strips (top side only, see part 2.)

 Roof Trusses with Supports (5 of them will need to be primed both sides, 2 will be used as end
supports, so you will only need to prime one side of each of these, plus it saves primer! See
part 4.) ***BEWARE*** - These roof trusses are FRAGILE so prime/handle with care. (See
below for more details)

 Side Window Frames (lightly prime both sides. See part 5.)

 Side Window Ledges (lightly prime both sides. See part 5.)

 Roof Cross Members (prime the 3 sides that will show. See part 5.)

 Both Sides of the Corrugated Roof Panels (Fit window frames FIRST. See part 5.)

 Internal Roof Window Surrounds (lightly prime non-engraved side only. See part 5.)

 Side Top Facia Panels (one side only. See part 9.)

 End Facia Panels (one side only. See part 9.)

 Roof Apex Capping



 End Roof Cappings

WHITE PRIMER:
Paint the following:-

 Internal Side Skeleton Frames (one side only, see part 3.)

 Internal End Skeleton Frames (one side only, see part 3)

 Internal Breeze Blocks (front side only, see part 3.)

RED OXIDE PRIMER:
Paint the following:-

 Side Exterior Brickwork (brickwork side only, see part.9)

 End Exterior Brickwork (brickwork side only, see part 9.)

BLACK PRIMER:
Paint the following:-

 Internal Framework with Hexagon Top Frames (one side only, see part 5.)

 Internal Hexagon Framework (one side only, see part 5.)

*****BEWARE*****
If you use Super Glue when constructing this kit, use protective rubber gloves or similar to prevent
any possibility of super glue sticking to your fingers.

*****DEPOT BASE*****
WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND USING PECO CODE 100 TRACK AS THE HEIGHT OF THE RAILS IS

SLIGHTLY MORE THAN CODE 75 - IF USING CODE 75, YOU WILL NEED TO USE A SANDING BLOCK
AND JUST SAND A BIT MORE OF THE ENGRAVED LINES AWAY ON THE BASE OVERLAY SO THAT

THE BASE SITS BELOW RAIL HEIGHT - PLEASE CHECK BEFORE GLUEING THIS DOWN!

***THROUGH-ROAD VERSION ONLY***
Prior to building, you will need to get some track and fit in each of the base lengths and you will
need to cut out some of the sleepers in the middle of the track to allow your track to fit in the

base track gap. Trim off your track at each end, allowing an overhang so that you can join up your
track once completed.

THE BUILD-

1. Place the Bottom Base section on a firm flat base. Apply some PVA on the top of the bottom
base, using a brush to make sure all the area is covered.
Then apply the ‘engraved’ sides on to the top of the bottom base. Align the insets at all corners
and also making sure the side insets where the roof supports line up too. You should be able to
move this for a while before the glue starts to set. Place a weight on top and allow to dry. Make



sure that the top part does NOTmove when weighting it down!
You may need to wipe away any excess PVA that has seeped out around the sides and in the rail
section area with a wet brush. ALLOW TO DRY FULLY BEFORE PRIMING.

2. Once this base has fully dried, apply a few light coats of primer over the top of the base only
(DO NOT PRIME DOWN THE SIDES AND IN THE SUPPORT INSERTS ON THE SIDES AND END
CORNERS OF THE BASE OTHERWISE IT WILL NOT FIT! If you do, some sanding will be required)
and to the two centre rail strips. They do not need to be fully covered at this point as the primer
will slightly soak into the MDF. Allow to dry.
Once dry, use a sanding block and lightly sand the top base/centre rail strips. This should give it a
nice key to do the final prime. Again, use light coats to cover the top of the base only. Once done,
allow to dry fully.

3. Put the centre rail strips to one side, we do not need them until later. Now that the base is
complete, we need to make sure that the skeleton framework on the inside has been primed. Both
sides are inter-changeable so make sure that you prime the right side of each part prior to
assembly and again, we use light coats first to give a base coat, lightly sand back the primer and
then finish the skeleton framework with a top coat. Allow to dry fully. If you are priming the
internal walls white, we recommend that you spray all the breeze block parts at this point too and
once dry, put these to one side for use later.

4. Now that we have our skeleton framework painted, we now need to start the assembly of this
and also to add the roof trusses/with supports.
When painting the roof trusses with supports, we recommend that you use masking tape to hold
them down on a firm base and tape over the noggins that will fit into the side skeleton framework
to stop them blowing away when priming. Do one side and allow to dry fully before taking off the
masking tape (WITH CARE!) and then priming the other side.
NB: Remember, two of these roof trusses with supports will be glued to the end panels, so you do
NOT need to prime both sides of these two.

Take one side of the skeleton framework and add a bead of glue (Super glue will hold and dry
much quicker than PVA) to the end noggins around the edges of one end panel and bring together
to make a nice firm join and also making sure that the internal join is 90 degrees. Use a square to
butt up against the sides to help get the right angle. Once dry, do the same with the other end
panel.

You now have three of the skeleton frames pieces all glued together. It’s now time to add the roof
trusses with supports. Add PVA glue to the holes where these will go through and to the back of
the side of the roof truss supports which will go up against the side skeleton panel. DO NOT ADD
GLUE TO THE NOGGINGS/OR SIDE OF THE OTHER END OF THE ROOF TRUSS. Do the end ones first
and also add some PVA to the back of the roof truss framework to allow this to stick to each end
panel. Offer them up gently and make sure the apex of the roof truss is EXACTLY in position
relative to the end panel apex. This should now fit neatly up against the end panel. You may need



to wipe any excess PVA away with a damp brush. Once you have done both ends, you can now do
the internal roof trusses. BE VERY CAREFUL with these as they are thin and fragile. Offer them up
to the side skeleton frame and fit in the holes and push up against the side skeleton frame. Wipe
away any excess glue with a damp brush. Do this with all five roof trusses and then allow these to
dry fully, putting to one side as you can continue with another part of the build.

5.While we allow the last section of work to dry fully, we can fit the windows to the corrugated
roof sections. Lay the roof with the corrugated side faced upwards on a flat surface. Add some
PVA around the window frames and fit, wiping off any excess glue from both sides. Allow to dry
and then spray primer both sides.

While we are spraying these, we can also spray the roof internal window surrounds (non-engraved
side), side depot windows (both sides), window ledges (both sides), roof cross members (all sides)
and the end roof cappings. Once dry, you can then use a sharp blade to cut the small sprues
holding it in). Then put all these to one side for later use.
You may also want to prime the internal hexagon framework and separate hexagon pieces black
(or colour of your choice) now too for later use. Allow to dry.

The internal door pack/s each consists of two door side runners, the door top box, the side frame
doors and the depot doors. Use a sharp blade to cut the pieces out of their sprues. All pieces are
only held on by a small attachment, so run the blade carefully over these to release the parts. You
may need to run a sanding block along these to get rid of the small attachment that may be left on
the sides.
For the side door runners, we need to glue these two parts together. There are two left runners
and two right runners. Using PVA, lightly glue down the edge of one piece (A) and offer up against
the other part (A), so the A’s should be next to each other on the inside of the runner at a 90
degree angle.. Do this for the other runner too. Do the same for the Top Box. There are four
pieces to this section and glue them the same as the runners, but these have addition side pieces
(C) to form a box section at each end. These parts are very small, so you may need to manipulate
them into place with your fingers (DO NOT USE SUPER GLUE HERE!!!!!!). Make sure they fit at a 90
degree angle. Allow to dry fully. The through-road version has 2 door packs, so repeat the process
with the second pack.

The side depot door runners and top box can be painted in a colour of your choice in either acrylic
or enamel. We have included three depot doors in the kit. Two are the same size and one is
slightly longer, to give an option of how the doors look from the outside. These doors will need
painting both sides. We used yellow on both sides and then with some masking tape, masked up
the front doors to have some black added to give the depot door yellow/black effect as seen on
most depot doors. In more modern depots, these can actually be the same colour, so this will be a
personal preference on how you do these.

We used yellow for the door runners and silver for the top box. Once dry, we painted inside the
door runners and top boxes a silver colour to represent the metal of a runner internal part. When
painting these, try not to get paint on the noggins that will push into the door end panel. If you
have, lightly sand this away otherwise you may find that due to the excess paint, these will not fit
into the holes on the depot door end panel.



Once dry, fit accordingly, adding some glue into the end panel holes and push the fitments in.
Once dry, you will also need to paint around the door edge of the end panel in the same colour as
the runners to match, so when you fit the external brickwork panel on, it will look like a complete
door runner section behind.

6. Now that we have fitted the internal door pack/s and the three sides of the skeleton framework
are completely dry, we can now offer up the final side piece of the skeleton framework. Start at
one end and add some PVA to the edge of one panel and offer it up against each other. Also add
some PVA to the inner edge of the roof truss and also into the holes where it will slot in. Push in
gently and this should all fit nicely into place. Make sure that you have a 90 degree angle again.
Now add some PVA to the inner edges of the five internal roof trusses and also into the holes
where they will slot into. Start adding these at the end you started from and work your way down
the side panel. Again, be VERY CAREFUL on how you handle the roof truss supports. Once you get
to the other end, add some PVA to end roof truss support AND to the end panel side too, then add
some Super Glue/PVA to one edge of the end panel noggins and gently fit the support into place
and join the ends together and hold until dry. Check alignment and that the trusses all fit nicely.
Now offer the skeleton framework to the base and make sure that it fits nicely around the base.
Take off from the base and allow this to dry fully. Because of the different thickness across a piece
of MDF, which is outside our control, you may need to lightly sand the ends of the depot shed
skeleton framework down where they join to make the joins all nice and flush.

7. We now turn our attention to the inside of the building to fit the internal breeze blocks, the four
internal frames with hexagon top frames and then the singular hexagon frames that span along
the top of the sides of the building.
Place the skeleton frame back on the bottom base, use a sharp pencil and run a line along the
edges of the base. This will create the lines where you will fit your breeze blocks to. DO NOT FIT
THEM TO THE BOTTOM OF THE SIDES AS YOUR BASE WILL NO LONGER FIT!

We start at one side, fitting the breeze blocks by applying some PVA to the back of each breeze
block, one at a time. (MAKE SURE THAT THE SMALL BREEZE BLOCKS ARE AT THE BOTTOM OF
EACH PIECE!!) We have numbered the back of these. NW1 - NW6 (this is the non window side and
run from left to right), W1 -W8 (window side, again from left to right), E (end) the long end panel
that fits at the end of the shed which is a new addition to the kit, along with the 3 other small
pieces to fit at the depot entrance end. Tip the building on its side and gently add the first breeze
block into position. Then place the skeleton framework back onto the base and gently manoeuvre
the breeze block into position, making sure it fits nicely on top of the base. Lift the frame up again
on its side and repeat this all the way along, re-checking every time as the breeze blocks fit neatly
below the windows and the window ledge will fit flush over the breeze blocks. Then do the end
breeze blocks. NB: You may need to lightly sand the ends of these breeze blocks if you haven’t got
the roof supports in the exact position. Simply use a sanding block lightly at each end until they fit.

Once the breeze blocks are all in, then add the two end metal frameworks into position and apply
a small dab of PVA to the back of the framework and offer into place and the framework should sit
neatly on top of the breeze blocks. Once this has been done, do the same with the hexagon frames
and fit accordingly and line up with the previous piece. Wipe away any excess glue with a damp
small brush. Repeat on the other side. Allow to dry.



8. You have eight roof cross members that go on top of the roof trusses. These need to be primed,
if not already done. There is NO need to prime the top side as the roof will be glued to this later,
so will not show. It is important to make sure that you DO NOT fit any of these where the roof
windows will show. Each side of the roof will have four cross members. One will fit at the bottom
of the truss and will bridge the gap between the side panel and roof. Check that the inserts into
the cross members fit nicely over each roof truss. If it doesn’t, turn the cross member around and
try that way and then glue in place. Use a ruler, or you can even use the centre rail strip to use as
a nice straight edge (if you haven’t glued this down onto a piece of track!) You may want to use
some masking tape on the edges of these cross members to keep them in place while they bond.
Measure from the apex of the roof down towards the side panel and mark with a pencil where you
will be fitting the next cross member. We fitted the next one on the roof 7.5cm down from the
apex and then the third cross member 3.0cm (originally we had this at 3.5mm but have
subsequently changed it to be on the safe side) down from the apex. This gap between them
allows the roof internal window frame to be in between these two cross members. Finally, glue
the fourth cross member in place which should be fairly close to the apex. Check the alignment of
these as you go along and get them as straight as possible.
Once you have done one side and allowed to dry, move on to the other side and repeat. You may
want to add some additional glue on the edges to make sure these stay in position. Allow these to
dry fully before fitting the roof. We’ll be adding the roof towards the end of the build.

9. The external brickwork sections all need to be primed prior to fitting. We use a Red Oxide Car
primer to spray over the brickwork. A few light coats are sufficient, especially if you are going to
add mortar/weathering to them. Once primed, you can add different brick colours if desired using
acrylic/enamel paint. Also, we need to mask off the areas where we need to grey primer for the
top facia panels. Use some quality masking tape to mask off the areas prior to priming. Once the
red primer has fully dried, mask over this area and then spray prime the grey areas on the external
pieces. Allow to dry fully.

Whilst you are grey priming the required areas, you can also prime all the top facia panels that we
will be fitting to the panels. Be very careful with these facia panels as the side facias are very long
and extremely thin, so HANDLE WITH CARE!

Fit the facia panels to the end sections only, making sure that they align correctly. The depot
entrance front facia panel drops to a lower area than the other three sections, so bear that in
mind when fitting.
It’s now time to fix all the external brick sections to your skeleton framework. Apply some PVA to
front of the depot entrance skeleton frame panel and then offer up the brickwork panel, using the
apex of the roof and the door entrances to align the brickwork panel in its correct position. You
will notice that this external panel protrudes out slightly at both ends….this is correct as the side
panels will butt up to these, however, you may need to trim the side facia panels to fit, hence we
do NOT fit these until we have checked the measurement between the two end panels. Then
repeat at the other end and fit the brickwork panel. Now, apply the glue to one side of the
skeleton frame and fit the side brickwork panel, making sure that the ends fit nicely between the
two end panels and fit flush with the end brickwork sections. If you didn’t get the skeleton frame
correct at its 90 degree angle, you may find that you could have some slight gaps. Once all dry, you
could fill these with some filler and then wipe any excess off with a damp sponge/brush, but
hopefully this won’t be the case. Now, repeat with the other side and again, make sure that the
windows frames all align nicely with the external brickwork panel. Now you can add the two side



facia panels up, trim to fit, especially at the depot entrance door end and then glue in place, using
a small damp brush to wipe away any excess glue….do this part carefully. Put to one side and allow
this to dry fully before proceeding.

10.We now need to add the windows and the window ledges to the side of the depot panel and
also the two side depot entrance doors. These should have been primed prior but will still need a
top coat of a colour of your choice. We used a ‘Flat Aluminium’ acrylic paint on each side of the
window frames and we used Precision Weathered Concrete for the window ledges. We painted
both sides of the ledges. Allow to dry. Once fully dried, add some glue to the underneath of the
window ledge and fit into place. These should fit neatly into the bottom of the window frame and
be level with the top of the internal breeze blocks. Glue the window glass (acetate) pieces to the
back of each window frame. Once dried, add a small amount of glue around the inner of the
window and fit into the window recess and adjust as necessary. Wipe away any excess glue with a
damp brush. Allow to dry.

Cut the depot side entrance doors out of their sprues and glue them together to form a thick
entrance door. Paint accordingly (we left ours in grey primer). Add a very small amount of glue to
the inner frame on the side panel and place the door in and adjust as required. Allow to dry.

11. The roof internal glass (acetate) also needs to be fitted, so if you have already primed the
internal Roof Windows surrounds, paint these in a colour of your choice. Again, we used ‘Flat
Aluminium’ to these. Allow to dry. As these internal surrounds have an engraved part all the way
around the inside of the frame, run a small bead of glue along the engraved part and then gently
lift the glass in place and drop into the recess. Push down to allow the glass to bed into the glue.
Repeat for all the roof windows then allow to dry.

12. The two roof panels can now be fixed in place, (if required). Run a small bead of glue along all
of the eight cross members and then gently lower the roof panel up to each side and fit so that
they meet at the apex. Adjust where required and allow to dry.
Once dry, you can then use the centre capping to cover the gap between the top of the apex by
gradually folding along the middle of the capping and adding some glue to the underside and
fitting on the apex.(YOUWILL NEED TO TRIM THIS PIECE PRIOR TO FITTING!)
*****DRY TEST FIT END CAPPINGS FIRST****Finally, fit the end cappings to bridge the gap
between the end facia panels and the roof edges, folding as per above and again, you may need to
trim the ends..

For the dead-end version, add two lengths of flexible track and glue the centre strips inside the
rails after making sure that these centre strips are correctly positioned. Allow the flexible track to
be outside the depot frontage, so it makes it easier to join up further track. Once dried, slide the
track into position and then connect any yard track to the depot entrance.

We have NOT glued the shed to the base. It should slot neatly around the outside, and will allow
removal for adding detail, weathering etc.

Your two road diesel maintenance depot is now complete.



Thank you for purchasing the diesel depot shed from Railway Laser Lines and we look forward to
seeing your finished work on your layout. We have a product support page on our web site for any
help/support that you require. Visit us at:-

https://railwaylaserlines.co.uk/product-support/
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